'Philips USA , Sunnyvale, CA The design of low-cost mixedmode VLSI systems requires compact power-eflicient library cells with a good performance. Digital library cells fully benefit from the continuing downscaling of CMOS processes, since these cells contain minimum-sizecomponents. Analog library cells, such as theopamp, cannot be designed using minimum-size transistors, for reasons of gain, offset, etc. Moreover, low-voltage rail-to-rail requirements complicate the design. To obtain compact lowvoltage analog cells with a good performance, simple powerellicient designs need to be developed.
In principle, the two-stage opamp is suitable for a compact design. Published two-stage rail-to-rail opamps, however, contain complex class-AB output stages that useexcessivedie area 111. Moreover, the class-AB control contributes significantly to the offset of the amplifier. This can be avoided, a t the expense of die area, by inserting an intermediate stage between the input and the output stage L21.
this paperpresent sacompacttwo-stage3VCMOSopamp that is suitable as a VLSI library cell because of its small die area. The class-AB driver circuit biases the output transistors MZ5-M,,;. The floating architecture of the class-AB control has the same advantages as the floating current source: it does not contribute to the noise andoffset ofthe amplifier. The result is that the offset and the noise of the opamp are of the same order as the offset and noise of a three stage opamp.
Using the topology described above, two opamps are realized. The first is shown in Figure 2 . The input pairs, MI-M,, operate in strong inversion, which combines a relatively large gm and relatively small input transistors. To obtain a constant transconductance over the whole common-mode input range, the current switches, M, and M,, and the 3x current mirrors, M,-M, and M,,-MI,, are added to the input stage 151.
The biasingcircuit, M,,-M,,, switches off M, a t supply voltages lower than 2.9V. This prevents M,-MI, from forming a positive fcedback loop a t supply voltages larger than 2.9V. The floating current source has the same structure a s the class-AB driver circuit, M19-q,,. Therefore, the supply voltage dependence of the floating current source and class-AB driver largely compensate each other. The result is a quiescent current independent of the supply voltage.
The opamp is frequency compensated using the Miller technique [41. The capacitors, C,, and C,,, split the poles around the output transistors M,, and M,,, ensuringa 20dB per decade roll off of the amplitude characteristic.
In Figure 3 , a second realization of the compact rail-to-rail opamp is shown. This opamp is basically the same as the opamp shown in Figure 2 , except for the frequency compensation. This opampiscompensated byincludingthecascodestages,M,, and MI,, in the Miller Imps, increasing the unity-gain frequency from 2.6MHz to 6. 
